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a b s t r a c t

In ∼1990 a new source of deep water formation in the Eastern Mediterranean was found
in the southern part of the Aegean sea. Till then, the only source of deep water formation
in the Eastern Mediterranean was in the Adriatic sea; the rate of the deep water formation
of the new Aegean source is 1 Sv, three times larger than the Adriatic source. We develop a
simple three-boxmodel to study the stability of the thermohaline circulation of the Eastern
Mediterranean sea. The three boxes represent the Adriatic sea, Aegean sea, and the Ionian
seas. The boxes exchange heat and salinity and may be described by a set of nonlinear
differential equations. We analyze these equations and find that the systemmay have one,
two, or four stable flux states. We conjecture that the change in the deep water formation
in the Eastern Mediterranean sea is attributed to a switch between the different states on
the thermohaline circulation; this switch may result from decreased temperature and/or
increased salinity over the Aegean sea.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Observations of a major increase in the amount of bottom water formation and discharge from the Aegean sea [1–4]
raise the possibility that the circulations in the Eastern Mediterranean are unstable and subject to sudden changes. A major
change in the deep water formation in the Eastern Mediterranean sea occurred in ∼1990, basically, in the vicinity of the
Adriatic–Aegean–Ionian seas [2,5,6,3,1,4]. Hydrographic surveys since early last century [7] indicated that the dominant
source region for deepwater over the entire EasternMediterranean, was the Adriatic sea; see Fig. 1.Waters outflowing from
the Adriatic were deposited in the bottom of the Ionian sea [8]; then they spread southward and eastward [9,10]. The deep
water overturning time was approximately 100 years with an average formation rate of 0.3 Sv = 0.3 × 106m3 s−1 [11]. An
additional, muchmore dominant, source of deepwater was found in a hydrographic survey during 1995 [1]. The new source
was found in the southern part of the Aegean sea and has an average outflow rate of about 1 Sv. A recent study suggested
that the change in the thermohaline circulations of the Eastern Mediterranean sea actually started before October 1991 [3].
The characteristics of the thermohaline circulation of the EasternMediterranean sea continued to change after 1995—Manca
et al. [12] and Theocharis et al. [13] reported the weakening of the Aegean source of deep water and the strengthening of
the Adriatic source during 1997–1999. These changes may be attributed to changes in the surface fluxes and inflows to the
Adriatic, Ionian and Aegean basins.

Several explanations have been suggested for the change in the deep water formation of the Eastern Mediterranean sea.
One study suggested that enhancednet evaporation led to the formation of the newAegean source [14]. In addition, the north
Eastern Mediterranean experienced some cold winters during the 1987–1995 period and these have been associated with
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Fig. 1. Upper panel: The bathymetry map of the Eastern Mediterranean sea. The solid lines indicate the choice of the different boxes: Box a represents the
Adriatic sea, Box b represents the Ionian sea, and Box c represents the Aegean sea. Lower panel: Illustration of the 3-boxmodel of the EasternMediterranean
sea. Note that positive fluxes (q1,2 > 0) are associatedwith sinking in the Adriatic/Aegean boxeswhile negative fluxes (q1,2 < 0) are associatedwith sinking
in the Ionian.

changes in the thermohaline circulation throughout the region [15–17]. However, the lack of oceanic data during 1987–1995
makes it difficult to uncover the exact cause for the formation of the new Aegean source. Ocean General Circulation Models
(OGCMs) have been used to better understand the possibilities which led to the formation of the new Aegean source. For
example, changes in the wind stress over the Aegean basin were related, using an OGCM, to the formation of the new
Aegean source [18]. Dry and cold winters of 1987, 1992–93, were also related, using an OGCM, to the formation of the new
Aegean source [5]. These studies based their numerical simulations on re-analysis data and did not fully reproduce the entire
Aegean source pattern. Wu et al. [19], on the other hand, forced an OGCM by eight consecutive cold winters (from 1987 to
1995) over the Aegean basin. They showed that a decrease of the atmospheric temperature by 2 °C leads to strong deep
water formation over the Aegean; winter sea surface temperature over the Aegean sea was observed to be up to 3 °C colder
than the climatological average [20,17]; the box model described below is also based on this work, where we assign the
Aegean box with colder temperatures to explain the Eastern Mediterranean Transient (EMT). Stratford and Haines [21] also
performed OGCM simulations and suggested that a combination of a few cold winters together with changes in the wind
stress over the Eastern Mediterranean underlies the formation of the Aegean source.

The idea that density-driven circulations in the ocean could, under a given set of boundary conditions, display more
than one equilibrium state, and therefore may have a behavior like that recently observed in the Aegean sea, was first
put forth by Stommel [22]. He illustrated the behavior with a very simple two-box model of the thermohaline circulation.
The two equilibrium states that he found in his simple box model have since been found in simulations of the North
Atlantic thermohaline circulation with the most sophisticated coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (e.g.,
Refs. [23,24]). These results lend considerable credibility to Stommel’s boxmodel. However, there is nothing in hismodel that
limits its applicability to large-scale circulations in the North Atlantic—indeed in his paper he even suggested that it might
be relevant to theMediterranean sea. Herewe apply the same basic ideas as Stommel’s to develop a boxmodel of the Eastern
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Mediterranean, and explore what the possible multiple equilibrium states are, and what their stability characteristics
might be.

Previous studies have pointed out the importance of the box models in the understanding of the water circulation in the
Mediterranean sea. E.g., Tziperman and Speer [25] used a simple box model to study the seasonal effect on the formation of
deep water over the Mediterranean sea. Another study (Chapter 3 in Ref. [26]) used a 2 × 2 box model as well as 6 × 4 box
model to study the deep water formation over an Eastern basin of the Mediterranean sea (in the Adriatic sea) and over a
Western basin of the Mediterranean sea (in the Gulf of Lion); the influence of the incoming Atlantic water and the outgoing
Levantine Intermediate Water was also considered. They found, in the framework of their box models, multiple equilibria
stable flux states in the Western Mediterranean (Golf of Lion) and/or in the Eastern Mediterranean sea (Adriatic sea); see
also Ref. [27]. However, these studies did not include the Aegean sea in their models, and thus they are inappropriate to
study the EMT.

Here we propose a highly simplified conceptual box model to help pinpoint the possible causes for the recent changes in
the thermohaline circulation of the Eastern Mediterranean sea. The simplicity of the model allows us to analytically analyze
the steady states of the thermohaline circulation and the stability of these states. We show that the Aegean bottom water
formation can be driven by cold atmospheric temperature and changes in the net evaporation over the Aegean.

2. Three-box model of the Eastern Mediterranean sea

We represent the Adriatic sea, the Ionian sea, and the Aegean sea, by three boxes, a, b, c respectively. All three boxes are
forced by surface fluxes of heat and salinity and the boxes are assumed to bewell mixed, so that their states can be described
by a single temperature and salinity for each box. The flux between Box a and Box b is q1 (representing the Ionian–Adriatic
flux) and the flux between Box c and Box b is q2 (representing the Ionian–Aegean flux); see Fig. 1. The boxes ‘‘interact’’
through ‘‘pipes’’ with the fluxes q1 and q2. The volumes of the boxes, Va,b,c , are kept fixed. Positive q1,2 indicates sinking in
box qa,c and deep flow from the Adriatic/Aegean to the Ionian while negative qa,c indicates sinking in the Ionian and deep
flow from the Ionian to the Adriatic/Aegean.

The circulations between the boxes are assumed to be proportional to the density gradients between the boxes [22],
and with this parameterization the state of the system can be described by conservation equations for heat and salinity for
each box, giving a total of six equations for the temperatures and salinities of the three boxes. The equations are nonlinear
because of the nonlinear advection of heat and salinity between the boxes, and this nonlinearity gives rise to the possibility
of multiple equilibrium states.

The fluxes q1 and q2 are proportional to the density gradients between the boxes,

q1 = k1[α(Tb − Ta) − β(Sb − Sa)], (1)

q2 = k2[α(Tb − Tc) − β(Sb − Sc)], (2)

where Ta,b,c are the temperatures of the boxes, Sa,b,c are the salinities of the boxes, α and β are the thermal and haline
expansion coefficients, and k1,2 are flux constants. We assume that the total salt of the three boxes is conserved. The net
virtual salinity fluxes out of boxes a and c are HS1 and HS2 , and the upward surface heat fluxes are HTa ,HTb , and HTc ; positive
virtual salinity flux is equivalent to positive net precipitation minus evaporation (or positive freshwater flux), in our case
making boxes a or c fresher compared to box b. We define the following variables and constants: T1 ≡ Tb − Ta, T2 ≡

Tb − Tc, S1 ≡ Sb − Sa, S2 ≡ Sb − Sc, hS1 ≡ HS1Va, hS2 ≡ HS2Vc , and hTa,b,c ≡ HTa,b,c/Cpρ0Va,b,c (Cp is the heat capacity per unit
mass of water and ρ0 is the average sea water density). Following [22,28,29] the salt and heat equations can be written as,

∂Sa
∂t

= −
hS1

Va
−

|q1|
Va

(Sa − Sb), (3)

∂Sc
∂t

= −
hS2

Vc
−

|q2|
Vc

(Sc − Sb), (4)

∂Sb
∂t

=
hS1

Vb
+

hS2

Vb
−

|q1|
Vb

(Sb − Sa) −
|q2|
Vb

(Sb − Sc), (5)

∂Ta
∂t

= hTa −
|q1|
Va

(Ta − Tb), (6)

∂Tc
∂t

= hTc −
|q2|
Vc

(Tc − Tb), (7)

∂Tb
∂t

= hTb −
|q1|
Vb

(Tb − Ta) −
|q2|
Vb

(Tb − Tc). (8)

These equations describe the amount of salt and heat entering/leaving the boxes through the pipes plus the contribution of
the surface fluxes. It is easy to show that the total salt content of the boxes is preserved, i.e., ∂t(VaSa + VbSb + VcSc) = 0.
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After a few algebraic operations the system reduces to four equations for the temperature and salinity gradients

∂T1
∂t

= hTb − hTa −


1
Va

+
1
Vb


|q1|T1 −

|q2|
Vb

T2, (9)

∂T2
∂t

= hTb − hTc −
|q1|
Vb

T1 −


1
Vc

+
1
Vb


|q2|T2, (10)

∂q1
∂t

= k1

[
α(hTb − hTa) − βhS1


1
Va

+
1
Vb


− β

hS2

Vb

]
−


1
Va

+
1
Vb


|q1|q1 −

k1
k2

1
Vb

|q2|q2, (11)

∂q2
∂t

= k2

[
α(hTb − hTc ) − β

hS1

Vb
− βhS2


1
Vc

+
1
Vb

]
−

k2
k1

1
Vb

|q1|q1 −


1
Vc

+
1
Vb


|q2|q2. (12)

These equations are decoupled from two additional equations for the mean temperature and salinity. To obtain the fixed
points of the system we set the left hand side to zero, i.e., ∂T1,2/∂t = 0 and ∂q1,2/∂t = 0. From the temperature equations
we then obtain

hTb − hTa =


1
Va

+
1
Vb


|q1|T1 +

|q2|
Vb

T2, (13)

hTb − hTc =
|q1|
Vb

T1 +


1
Vc

+
1
Vb


|q2|T2. (14)

Substituting for the surface heat fluxes in Eqs. (11) and (12) lead to

ki(α|qi|Ti − βhSi) = |qi|qi (15)

where i = 1, 2.
For qi > 0 there are two solutions,

q1,2i =
1
2
kiαTi


1 ±


1 −

4kiβhSi

(kiαTi)2


, (16)

if

(kiαTi)2 > 4kiβhSi . (17)

For qi < 0, there is one negative solution,

q3i =
1
2
kiαTi


1 −


1 +

4kiβhSi

(kiαTi)2


. (18)

If the salinity flux is negative (hSi < 0) just the q1i solution is valid. In the above solutions we assume, consistent with the
climatology, that the temperature gradients are positive; i.e., T1,2 > 0. The q31,2 solution is the salinity dominant stable
flux state while q11,2 is the temperature dominant stable flux state. q11,2 corresponds to sinking in boxes a and c while q31,2
corresponds to sinking in box b. As in Stommel’s model q21,2 is an unstable state.

In the following, the terms ‘‘thermally’’ and ‘‘salinity’’ dominant states are frequently used and we thus elaborate on this
terminology. A ‘‘thermally dominant’’ state is usually referred to a situation in which one of the boxes is fresher than its
counterpart where it is colder enough than its counterpart such that sinking occurs in it, sometimes despite the fresher
water of the box; hence the term ‘‘thermally dominant’’, to indicate that the sinking occurs due to thermal (temperature)
effects. In other cases, one box may be warmer than its counterpart, making the box’s water lighter; still since its salinity is
large enough than its counterpart, sinking will occur in the warmer box—the term ‘‘salinity dominant’’ reflects the fact the
sinking occurred due to the high salinity.

In some cases the salinity flux hSi is relatively small, i.e.,

4kiβ|hSi | ≪ (kiαTi)2. (19)

Under this condition it is possible to simplify the flux steady states,

q1i ≈ kiαTi, (20)

q2i ≈
βhSi

αTi
, (21)

q3i ≈ −
βhSi

αTi
. (22)
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Fig. 2. (a) The basins of attraction of the four stable states (indicated by black circles). The gray dots indicate the semi-stable states and the white dot
indicates the unstable state. The solid lines indicate the minima lines while the dashed lines indicate the maxima lines. This case resembles the case of
weak and positive salinity flux forcing for which there are four stable states. The volumes of the boxes are: Va = 0.5, Vb = 10, and Vc = 1 in arbitrary units.
(b) Same as (a) but for weak and negative salinity flux forcing for the Aegean (HS2 < 0). Here there are just two stable states (units are non-dimensional).
The different gray shadings indicate the regions of attraction of the different stable fixed points.

To explicitly know the flux solutions it is necessary to evaluate the temperature gradients T1 and T2. In the following
subsections we will consider two different scenarios: (i) The temperatures of the boxes are strongly coupled to the
atmospheric apparent temperatures, i.e., the relaxation is assumed to be immediate and the temperatures of the boxes
are thus assumed to be fixed and equal to the atmospheric temperatures. (ii) The temperatures of the boxes are assumed to
be variable.

2.1. Fixed temperatures

As a first approximation we assume that the atmosphere is strongly coupled to the ocean. Thus, we assume that the
temperatures of the different boxes are fixed and equal to the atmospheric (climatological) temperatures; the following
analysis would however be valid for any fixed box temperatures and not just for atmospheric climatological temperatures.
The three-box system in this special case has already been analyzed by Welander [30]. In this case, the flux steady state
solutions are given in Eq. (15) where T1,2 are constants. These are two independent solutions for q1 and q2 and each has
either one or three solutions (Eqs. (16)–(18)). It follows that the equilibrium states of the Adriatic and Aegean seas (boxes a
and c) interact independently with the Ionian sea (box b), and in fact in equilibrium the model decouples into two separate
two-boxmodels, each identical to the original Stommel two-boxmodel [30]. Thus, for example, there are two possible stable
states for the Adriatic, one with strong bottom water formation, and one without.

All together there are either one, three, or nine fixed points; i.e., (q31, q
3
2), (q

3
1, q

1,2,3
2 ) or (q1,2,31 , q32), and (q1,2,31 , q1,2,32 )

respectively. For the nine fixed points case, it is possible to show that (i) four of these fixed points are stable, i.e., (q1,31 , q1,32 ),
(ii) four are semi-stable (saddle points), i.e., (q21, q

1,3
2 ) and (q1,31 , q22), and (iii) one is unstable, i.e., (q21, q

2
2). In addition, there

are no spiral modes in the system—there is only simple damping or simple repelling of these fixed points.
Although the fixed points of Eq. (15) are independent of each other their stabilities depend on each other. To study the

basin of attractions of the stable fixed points we first set dq1/dt (or dq2/dt) to zero and then find the dependence of q1 on q2
(or vice versa); a similar stability analysis, using different variables, was performed by Welander [30]. The ‘‘stability lines’’
are the lines for which q1 (or q2) is minimal or maximal. In Fig. 2 we present two examples of the fixed points with their
basins of attraction. Fig. 2(a) shows the situation when the salinity flux forcing is weak and positive (hSi > 0) for which
there are nine fixed points. Fig. 2(b) shows the situation when the salinity flux forcing of the Aegean box (box c) is weak but
negative (hS1 > 0, hS2 < 0) for which there are three fixed points. We assume that the volume of the Ionian is ten times
larger than the volume of the Aegean, and that the Aegean is twice the volume of the Adriatic. These ratios are approximately
realistic (Table 1), and illustrate some of the possible ways inwhich the basins can interact. In Fig. 2(a) (positive salinity flux)
the four heavy dots indicate the stable equilibria of the system. One has strong bottomwater formation in both the Adriatic
and the Aegean; one has no bottom water formation in either (actually there is a slightly negative amount of bottom water
formation in this state); and the other two have strong bottom water formations in one of the seas, but not the other. The
shading indicates the attractor basin for each equilibrium. In the case with negative salinity flux forcing for the Aegean
(Fig. 2(b)), two of the stable equilibria have disappeared, and two remain. In one there is strong bottom water formation
only in the Aegean, and in the other there is strong bottom water formation in both basins. In effect, the negative salinity
forcing of the Aegean has, in this case, eliminated the states withweak bottomwater formation in the Aegean. Thus, changes
in the salinity flux forcing of the basins may cause drastic changes in the stability of the different basins.
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Table 1
The parameters for the 3-box model.

Parameter Short description Value

Va, Vb, Vc Volume of Adriatic, Ionian, and Aegean box 27,600, 640,000, 61,600 km3

Da,Db,Dc Depth of Adriatic, Ionian, and Aegean box 0.23, 2, 0.385 km
k1, k2 Adriatic–Ionian, Aegean–Ionian flux constants 8.29 × 108, 1.35 × 109 m3 s−1

α Thermal expansion coefficients 2.3 × 10−4 (°C)−1

β Haline expansion coefficients 7.5 × 10−4 (psu)−1

T ∗
a , T ∗

b , T ∗

1 Adriatic, Ionian, T ∗

1 = T ∗

b − T ∗
a apparent temperature 14.51, 16.30, 1.79 °C

T ∗

c,pre/post Aegean apparent temperature pre-/post-1990 16.15, 14.15 °C
T ∗

2,pre/post T ∗

2 = T ∗

b − T ∗
c apparent temperature pre-/post-1990 0.15, 2.15 °C

λ Heat flux relaxation constant 8 × 10−6 m/s
S0 Standard (Mediterranean) sea water salinity 0.038 kgsalt/kgsea–water

Fig. 3. A pseudo-potential φ(q1, q2) (Eq. (23)) of Fig. 2(a) and (b) for the case Vb ≫ Va,c . The figure illustrates that a small change in salinity fluxmay result
in different stability, e.g., a small perturbation is needed to switch from the q2 < 0 minima to other minima but the q2 > 0 minima are much more stable
under perturbation. Under different choice of parameters the stability might be different. The capital letters in panel a indicate the location of minima
(stable state) points. Among the possible pathways for the EMT are A → B → C and A → D → C.

In many cases it is useful to construct a pseudo-potential to describe the system. For the present case, it is possible to
show that such a potential cannot be constructed. However, for the case for which Vb ≫ Va,c (as for the present system),
Eqs. (1), (2) can be written in the form of a pseudo-potential φ(q1, q2),

φ(q1, q2) =
1
Va

[
|q1|


q21
3

−
q1
2
k1αT1


+ k1βhS1q1

]
+

1
Vc

[
|q2|


q22
3

−
q2
2
k2αT2


+ k2βhS2q2

]
, (23)

for which the time derivative of q = (q1, q2) is

∂q
∂t

= −∇φ(q1, q2). (24)

The potentials for the cases shown in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. The potentials shown in Fig. 3 are more informative since
they show the relative stability of the different fixed points while this information is not included in Fig. 2.

The shape of the potential, φ(q1, q2), is determined according to its parameters. It will be symmetric when Va = Vc, k1 =

k2, T1 = T2, and hS1 = hS2 while otherwise it will have some kind of asymmetry. The apparent temperatures appear with a
negative sign in Eq. (23) while the surface salinity fluxes appear with a positive sign such that the depth (and the number)
of the potential wells is determined according to the relative importance of these parameters. If, for example, the surface
salinity flux between the boxes is small while the temperature difference is much larger such that the density of one of the
basins (e.g., box c) is larger than the other (box b) then wells B and C in Fig. 3(a) will be much more stable/deeper. On the
other hand, if the temperature of the boxes is more or less the same while the surface salinity fluxes is large, A and D wells
might be much deeper than B and C. In some cases, wells can completely disappear (like in Fig. 3(b)).

2.2. Variable temperatures

Here we assume that the ocean temperatures are not so strongly coupled to the atmospheric temperatures and that the
relaxation time for the temperature of the different boxes is finite. Following Haney [31] we parametrize the heat flux of the
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boxes as,

hTj =
λ

Dj
(T ∗

j − Tj) (25)

where j = a, b, c; λ is the relaxation constant (λ = 8 × 10−6 m/s) [31], Dj is the depth of the different boxes, and T ∗

j is the
apparent atmospheric temperature of the different boxes. It follows from the equilibrium conditions (Eqs. (13), (14)) that

T1 = T ∗

1 −
1
λ


Da

Va
+

Db

Vb


|q1|T1 −

1
λ

Db

Vb
|q2|T2, (26)

T2 = T ∗

2 −
1
λ

Db

Vb
|q1|T1 −

1
λ


Dc

Vc
+

Db

Vb


|q2|T2. (27)

After inserting into Eqs. (26), (27) the expressions for the fluxes q1(T1) and q2(T2) (Eqs. (16), (18)), we are left with two
high order coupled equations for the equilibrium temperatures T1 and T2. In the following we will use the approximations
(Eqs. (20), (22)) to solve the temperature equations (Eqs. (26), (27)). We will consider three cases: (i) both fluxes are salinity
dominant, i.e., q1 < 0 and q2 < 0; (ii) one of the fluxes is salinity dominant and the other is thermally dominant, e.g., q1 < 0,
and q2 > 0; (iii) both fluxes are thermally dominant, i.e., q1 > 0, and q2 > 0.

2.2.1. Salinity dominant fluxes
For the salinity dominant fluxes q1,2 < 0, and the |qi|Ti (i = 1, 2) term in Eqs. (26), (27) may be approximated as βhSi/α

(Eq. (22)); i.e.,

T1 = T ∗

1 −
1
λ

β

α

[
Da

Va
+

Db

Vb


hS1 +

Db

Vb
hS2

]
, (28)

T2 = T ∗

2 −
1
λ

β

α

[
Db

Vb
hS1 +


Dc

Vc
+

Db

Vb


hS2

]
. (29)

The second term on the right hand side is the correction to the apparent temperatures T ∗

1,2. Since the second term on the
right hand side is generallymuch smaller than the first term on the right hand side, themost basic approximation is Ti ≈ T ∗

i ,
i.e., the temperatures of the boxes are equal to the apparent temperatures, as in the previous sub-section.

2.2.2. Salinity dominant flux and thermally dominant flux
We consider the case where one of the fluxes is salinity dominant and the other is thermally dominant, e.g., q1 < 0 and

q2 > 0. We approximate |q1|T1 ≈ βhS1/α and |q2|T2 ≈ k2αT 2
2 (Eqs. (20), (22)). From Eqs. (26), (27) we obtain

T 2
2 +

1
k2

A2T2 −
1
k2

A2T ∗

2 +
1
k2

β

α2
B2hS1 = 0, (30)

where

A1 =
λ

α


Da
Va

+
Db
Vb

 , (31)

A2 =
λ

α


Dc
Vc

+
Db
Vb

 , (32)

B1 =
Db/Vb

Da
Va

+
Db
Vb

, (33)

B2 =
Db/Vb

Dc
Vc

+
Db
Vb

. (34)

This is a quadratic equation with the solution

T2 =
1
2k2

[−A2 +


A2
2 + 4k2(A2T ∗

2 − B2βhS1/α
2)]. (35)

Note that the larger solution for Eq. (30) is chosen to be consistent with the thermally dominant flux q2 > 0. Once T2 is
known it is possible to find all the other variables, q2 (Eq. (20)), T1 (Eqs. (22), (26)), and q1 (Eq. (22)). In the case where
q1 > 0 and q2 < 0, it is possible to obtain the solution by replacing the subscript 2 by 1 and vice versa.
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Fig. 4. (a) A comparison between the exact solution of Eq. (38) (solid black curve) and the approximated solution of Eq. (38) given by Eq. (39) (gray curve).
The intersection between the solid curves and the horizontal dashed line are the possible solutions of Eqs. (38), (39). The right branch of the fourth order
polynomial of Eq. (38) is approximated by a parabola given by Eq. (39). The arrow indicates the solution that we choose for Eq. (39); this solution is the
closest to (and smaller than) the forcing apparent temperature. (b) In some cases the approximation of Eq. (39) does not have any real solutions since the
polynomial is always larger than zero. In this case we choose T at the minimum of the parabola of Eq. (39) to be the solution—this minimum is indicated
by the arrow.

2.2.3. Thermally dominant fluxes
Themost complex case iswhen both the Adriatic and the Aegean have thermally dominant fluxes; i.e., q1 > 0 and q2 > 0.

In that case we use the approximations |q1|T1 ≈ k1αT 2
1 and |q2|T2 ≈ k2αT 2

2 (Eq. (20)). Then Eqs. (26), (27) can be written as,

k1T 2
1 + A1(T1 − T ∗

1 ) + k2B1T 2
2 = 0, (36)

k2T 2
2 + A2(T2 − T ∗

2 ) + k1B2T 2
1 = 0, (37)

where A1,2 and B1,2 are defined above (Eqs. (31)–(34)). This leads to a fourth order equation for T1,[
k1T 2

1


B2 −

1
B1


−

A1

B1
(T1 − T ∗

1 ) − A2T ∗

2

]2
−

A2
2

k2B1
[−k1T 2

1 + A1(T ∗

1 − T1)] = 0. (38)

This equation can be solved by neglecting the term k1T 2
1


B2 −

1
B1


on the left hand side—this term is small for the boxmodel

setting of the Eastern Mediterranean described below. Then we are left with a quadratic equation

C1T 2
1 + C2T1 + C3 = 0 (39)

with the solution,

T1 =
1

2C1
(−C2 +


C2
2 − 4C1C3), (40)

where

C1 = k2A2
1 + k1A2

2B1, (41)

C2 = −2k2A2
1T

∗

1 + 2k2A1A2B1T ∗

2 + A1A2
2B1, (42)

C3 = k2A2
1T

∗

1
2
− 2k2A1A2B1T ∗

1 T
∗

2 + k2A2
2B

2
1T

∗

2
2
− A1A2

2B1T ∗

1 . (43)

In Eq. (40) we choose the larger solution, i.e., with a positive square-root, since it is closer to the apparent atmospheric
temperature—our assumption is that the box temperature relaxes to be as close as possible to the apparent forcing
temperature. Eq. (40) is thus an approximation for the largest solution for the more complex Eq. (38); see Fig. 4(a). When
C2
2 < 4C1C3 there is no real solution to Eq. (39). However, the temperature gradient T1 does exist in the more complex

Eq. (38).We choose the temperature gradient at theminimumof theparabola of Eq. (39), T1 = −C2/2C1, as the approximated
solution for Eq. (38); see Fig. 4(b). T2 can be found in a similar way; i.e., by changing the subscript 1 in Eqs. (41)–(43) to 2
and vice versa. Then, the fluxes q1,2 can be obtained using the approximations, qi ≈ kiαTi (i = 1, 2).

3. Application to the Eastern Mediterranean

3.1. Scenarios regarding the Eastern Mediterranean transient

Below we suggest possible scenarios regarding the EMT based on the three-box model analyzed above. A basic scenario
may be associatedwith rapid and strong perturbation that excites the system from one stable thermohaline state to another.
Such a scenario may be easily explained using the potential depicted in Fig. 3(a). Point A in Fig. 3(a) may be associated with
deep water formation prior to 1990 (before the EMT), where the only source of deep water was in the Adriatic sea (i.e.,
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q1 ≈ 0.3 Sv and q2 ≈ 0). Making the Aegean basin temporarily saltier (i.e., by decreasing the virtual surface salinity flux hS2
as a result of reduced exported salt out of the Aegean) can switch the thermohaline state from Point A to Point B (Fig. 3(a)).
At this (transient) point there are two dominant sources of deep water formation, a relatively weak Adriatic source and a
much stronger one at the Aegean sea. Once at Point B, an additional transient (perturbation) warming over the Adriatic can
further easily switch the thermohaline state to Point C in Fig. 3(a) at which there is only one dominant source of deep water
at the Aegean sea. The transition from Point A to Point B and from Point B to Point C is relatively easy as small perturbation
is needed for the switch. However the transition from either Point B or C to Point A is more difficult to obtain as a large
perturbation is needed. This will lead to asymmetry in the transition—quick transition and formation of the new Aegean
source of deep water and a much slower transition back to the only (old) source of deep water in the Adriatic sea. The
scenario described above is however less probable as one would expect to observe the Aegean source of deep water even
before the EMT. Yet, it is possible to construct another potential in which Points A and D in Fig. 3(a) are deeper than Points
B and C, such that the Aegean source of deep water will be less probable to achieve. In addition, the transition from Point A
to Point C may go through Point D instead of Point B, meaning that before the Aegean sea becomes the only source of deep
water both basins did not have a source of deep water.

A second scenario regards to changes in the heat and salinity fluxes over the Adriatic, Ionian, and Aegean seas. In this
scenario a more permanent change is assumed to occur such that the system can switch from a four stable fixed points
situation (Fig. 3(a)) to a situation with only two stable fixed points (Fig. 3(b)). First, as in the first scenario described above,
the EMT state is at Point A in Fig. 3(a). Then a prolonged decrease in the virtual salinity flux over the Aegean (i.e., decrease
in hS2 that makes the Aegean saltier) can lead to denser Aegean water such that the salinity dominant state with sinking in
the Ionian is diminished, leaving the Aegean–Ionian basins with the thermally dominant state, with sinking in the Aegean
and significant flux between the Aegean and Ionian seas. This situation is depicted in Fig. 3(b). Here, the Adriatic source of
bottomwater can be either as before or can switch to the salinity dominant state with almost zero flux between the Adriatic
and Ionian seas. The transition between the salinity dominant and thermally dominant states of the Adriatic sea does not
require a large change in the surface fluxes.

The scenario described above can be linked to the previous explanations of the EMT. Specifically, the deep water
formation in the Aegean sea was associated with changes in wind patterns [4,18,21]. It was suggested [4] that these changes
in wind patterns induced a change in the upper thermocline circulation which produced a three-lobe anticyclonic region
in the Levantine basin. This anticyclonic region blocks the traditional westbound pathway of Levantine Intermediate Water
(LIW) which is veered around the anti-cyclones in a local recirculation pattern. A branch of LIW is veered into the Aegean
sea through one of the straits, thus increasing the salinity above the normal values of Cretan Surface Water. This increased
the interior salinity such that under the abnormal cooling of the 90s in the Aegean sea consequent formation of deep water
occurred. Since the box model presented above does not incorporate winds, the increase in Aegean salinity due to wind
changes may be be incorporated through the surface salinity flux over the Aegean, which together with heat loss may have
led to switch the system as described above and depicted in Fig. 3.

The scenarios described in this subsection have been demonstrated, for simplicity, under the assumption of fixed box
temperatures (Section 2.1). Still, we conjecture that these scenarios will be valid even when this assumption is relaxed, as
our numerical results shown below and the semi-numerical model’s solutions also exhibited multiple states and hysteresis
behavior. In addition, other scenarios for switching between the states are possible.

3.2. Parameter choices

The parameter values used in our model are given in the Table 1. The Ionian sea basin is taken to be between 15.5E–23E
and 30N–40.5N, the Aegean basin between 23E–27E and 35N–41.5N, and Adriatic basin between 12E–20E 42N–46N and
15E–20E 40.5N–42N; see Fig. 1. The dimensions (volume and depth) of the different boxes were measured using the
Mediterranean bathymetry map (the Mediterranean Ocean Data-Base, MODB, http://modb.oce.ulg.ac.be/modb/). Note that
the depths are the mean depths. The evaporation and precipitation over the boxes are based on the Dasilva 94 Atlas
(http://ingrid.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/). The river run-off to the boxes are based on the Global Runoff Data Center
database (http://www.bafg.de/). The virtual salinity fluxes, HS1 and HS2 , are related to the annual average precipitation plus
river runoff minus evaporation, P + R − E, over the different basins, by the general relation

HS = S0(P + R − E)/D − c, (44)

where S0 is the standard sea water salinity, D is the depth of the box, and c includes all non-surface flows, such as the inflow
of fresher Atlantic water and saltier Levantine water. Unfortunately the net flows into the different basins are not well
known. One problem, as shown by Refs. [12,32] recently, is that the net inflow of salinity to the Ionian from the Levantine
basin has substantial interannual variations. Another problem is that P +R−E for the Aegean as estimated from the sources
cited above is small compared to the errors, such that even its sign is uncertain. Based on this observation we refrain from
using a specific value of surface salinity flux but rather examine a range of parameters. When varying HS1 and HS2 in the
solutions, we are perturbing the net flows of virtual salinity between just the three basins themselves, and are assuming no
perturbations to the total flow of virtual salinity into the three basins.

The most critical parameters are k1 and k2. We approximate k1 and k2 using the average temperature and salinity over
the surface layer of 200 m depth; we use the climatological data of MODB to compute these averages: the mean salinity
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Fig. 5. (a) Flux, q1 (in Sv) between the Adriatic and Ionian boxes as a function of surface Adriatic–Ionian salinity flux, hs1 and the Adriatic–Ionian apparent
temperature T ∗

1 . The largest of twopossible value of q1 is depicted. (b) Same as (a) for the flux difference between the larger and smaller q1; only the region of
bi-stability is plotted. (c) Same as (a) for Aegean–Ionian flux. (d) Same as (b) for the Aegean–Ionian flux. Note the small values in panels (c), (d), indicating
that the Adriatic–Ionian interaction is almost decoupled from the Aegean–Ionian interaction. The horizontal dashed line indicates the Adriatic–Ionian
apparent temperature, T ∗

1 , given in Table 1.

of the upper 200 m of the Adriatic, Ionian, and Aegean basins is 38.59, 38.65, and 38.99 psu respectively, where the mean
temperature of the upper 200 m of these basins is listed in Table 1. Since the average temperatures and salinities are based
on climatological data they describe the situation prior to 1990. The Adriatic–Ionian constant, k1, may be approximated by
Eq. (1) using the observed flux of 0.3 Sv. However, since the (small) Aegean–Ionian flux pre-1990 is unknownwe are unable
to approximate k2. On the other hand, it was reported that the temperature over the Aegean basin dropped by 2 °C during
several winters after 1990 [16,19]. We note that most bottom water is formed in winter. These facts enable us to estimate
the Aegean–Ionian constant, k2. We first decrease the climatological average temperature by 2 °C and then use the reported
1 Sv in Eq. (2) to compute k2. Thus k2 is based on the post-1990 conditions. Under the current setting, the Aegean constant
k2 is about 1.6 times larger than the Adriatic constant k1.1

The apparent temperatures T ∗

a,b,c used in Eq. (25) are approximated as the average temperatures over the surface layer of
200 m depth (using the MODB), in accordance with the strong coupling approximation. This choice in effect means that we
are finding the first order solution in a perturbation expansion inwhichwe assume that the difference between the apparent
atmospheric temperature and the sea surface temperature is small. The fixed temperature approximation corresponds to
the zero order solution.

3.3. Sensitivity tests

To examine the validity of the proposed box model to the Eastern Mediterranean we have performed sensitivity
tests in which the fluxes q1,2 are calculated as a function of the apparent temperatures and the surface salinity fluxes;
the numerically calculated fluxes are shown where the analytical approximations under the assumption of variable
temperatures exhibited similar results to the numerical ones.

In Fig. 5 we depict the fluxes q1,2 as a function of hS1 and T ∗

1 wherewe assume that hS2 = 0 and the apparent temperature
T ∗

2 is based on the values given in Table 1. Since themodelmay lead to two different values of q1 wepresent the upper branch
and the difference between the upper branch and lower branch in two different panels, Fig. 5(a) and (b)—when the upper and
the lower branches are identical the difference is obviously zero, indicating the lack of multiple states. The fluxes q1 (panel
a) and q2 (panel c) fall within the range of observed values for the observed apparent temperature (indicated by the dashed
line). For approximately zero surface salinity flux, hS1 ≈ 0 the Adriatic–Ionian flux is q1 ≈ 0.3 Sv, and the Aegean–Ionian
flux is small (q1 ≈ 0.17 Sv), both values roughly consistent with the Eastern Mediterranean circulation prior to the EMT.
The salinity dominant state, with sinking in the Ionian (box B), is found in the lower right corner of Fig. 5(a), i.e., for positive
Adriatic–Ionian surface salinity flux and relatively small temperature difference between the Adriatic and Ionian boxes. The

1 Note that k1 , and k2 values are calculated based on the upper ocean temperature and salinity. Ideally one would like to consider the total volume
temperature and salinity averages. However, this approach is not applicable for the Eastern Mediterranean since the Ionian box is much deeper than the
Adriatic and the Aegean boxes and thus contains the more dense water. Using this greater density of the Ionian would lead to negative k1,2 in Eqs. (1), (2),
i.e., deep water formation in the Ionian, in contrast with observations.
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Fig. 6. Sameas Fig. 5 for the surfaceAegean–Ionian salinity flux,hs2 and theAegean–Ionian apparent temperature T ∗

2 . The horizontal dashed/dashed–dotted
line indicates the Aegean–Ionian apparent temperature, T ∗

2 pre-/post-1990, given in Table 1.

positive surface salinity flux (net precipitation over the Adriatic and compensating net evaporation over the Ionian) makes
the Adriatic box fresher and the Ionian box saltier, leading to sinking in the Ionian box.

It is possible to observe two states of thermohaline circulation for positive hS1 , where the region of bi-stability is larger
for greater apparent temperature T ∗

1 (Fig. 5(b)). The bi-stability region is different when assuming different hS2 and T ∗

2 .
It is important to note the small variation in the Aegean–Ionian flux, q2 under changes in the parameters associated with

the Adriatic–Ionian boxes, hS1 and T ∗

1 (Fig. 5(c) and (d)). This suggests that the Aegean–Ionian flux is not sensitive to changes
in the Adriatic–Ionian flux.

We have performed a similar analysis for Aegean–Ionian parameters, hS2 and T ∗

2 (Fig. 6); the Adriatic–Ionian apparent
temperature T ∗

1 is given Table 1 and hS1 is assumed to be zero. As expected and in accordance with observations, the
Adriatic–Ionian flux is almost unaffected under changes in the Aegean–Ionian interaction, with q1 ≈ 0.38 Sv (Fig. 6(a)).
The Aegean–Ionian flux, q2, is drastically affected by changes in hS2 and T ∗

2 (Fig. 6(c) and (d)). For the pre-1990 conditions,
the apparent temperature is T ∗

2 ≈ 0.15 °C and the Aegean–Ionian flux is almost zero when hS2 ≈ 0. Under cooling of
2 °C over the Aegean (indicated by the dashed–dotted line in Fig. 6(c)) the flux may reach 0.8 Sv, depending on the surface
salinity flux. This value is smaller than the observed value of 1 Sv and both alteration of air temperature and freshwater flux
over the Aegean are required to achieve it. The bi-stability of thermally and salinity dominant states is achieved for positive
surface salinity flux (i.e., fresher Aegean) and the extent of the bi-stability region is larger for greater apparent temperature
T ∗

2 . Different values of T
∗

1 and hS1 lead to different bi-stability regions.
Combinations of atmospheric changes over the Aegean and Adriatic basins may lead to the EMT following the scenarios

discussed in this section. The above ‘‘mapping’’ is not meant to be realistic, but to demonstrate that the model’s simulations
fall within the range of the observed values.

4. Summary

We model the recent change in the deep water formation of the Eastern Mediterranean using a three-box model. The
boxes represent the Adriatic, Ionian, and Aegean seas. The equations governing the dynamics are nonlinear and may have
four, two, or one stable states.We consider two cases: (i) the temperatures of the boxes are fixed and (ii) the temperatures of
the boxes are variable. The Adriatic andAegean boxesmay each have, in principle, two states, one strong thermally dominant
source of bottom water and the other with weak source. The thermally dominant source of the Aegean box is significantly
stronger than that of the Adriatic.

We associated the EMT to switching between the different states of the system. Such transitions can occur, for example,
due to rapid increase in salinity of the Aegean and rapid decrease in temperature over the Aegean. The Aegean sea became
saltier after 1990 due to enhanced evaporation, river damming, and blocking of salty Levantine waters south of Crete due
to three anticyclonic eddies that caused the salty Levantine water to pass north of Crete into the Aegean sea [3,4]. Thus, one
may expect the Aegean–Ionian flux state before 1990 to be salinity dominant with weak sinking in the Ionian because of the
positive salinity flux (leaving the Aegean pre-1990 relatively fresher compare to post-1990 Aegean state). Subsequently the
Aegean water became saltier, possibly causing a switch from the salinity dominant state to a temperature dominant state.
This state is sensitive to changes in atmospheric temperature that may drastically change the strength of the deep water
formation source over the Aegean. Indeed, cold winters were observed over the Aegean before and during the EMT [15–17].
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The box model presented here does not include explicit parametrization of convection and wind. These two seem to
be important for the understanding of the EMT. It is possible to construct a box model of the Eastern Mediterranean that
includes a simple form of these effects, similar to Ref. [33]. Such a model can be based on the Stommel box model [22], as
done above, and on Winton [34,35] relaxation oscillations deep convection box model.

The model proposed in this study highly simplifies the circulation of the Eastern Mediterranean. For example, a previous
study [19] indicated the importance of the Levantine intermediate water on the thermohaline circulation of the Eastern
Mediterranean; our model does not have surface and intermediate boxes and thus does not explicitly model the Levantine
intermediate water. Including such boxes would be a logical next step.

The current model highly simplifies the complex 3D dynamical circulation of the Eastern Mediterranean. This simplicity
allows us to capture and easily model the possible cause of the recent change in the Eastern Mediterranean. In addition
our analysis indicates that large uncertainty is associated with the net moisture flux over the basins under consideration.
Both the simplicity of the idealized box model and the large uncertainty of the data do not allow direct implementation
of the box model to the Eastern Mediterranean. Thus, our results are only suggestive of the possibilities, and much more
complex 3D models of the Eastern Mediterranean ocean are necessary to fully understand the complex changes in the
Eastern Mediterranean thermohaline circulation.
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